
science or 
voodoo



Logos





Our knowledge about the external world 
depends only on the external world

Objective and certain knowledge is attainable



If there is a cat, we can know that there is a cat



Postmodernisn







Observation and experience can and 
must drastically restrict the range of 
admissible scientific belief, else there 
would be no science. But (...) An 
apparently arbitrary element, 
compounded of  personal and 
historical accident, is always a 
formative ingredient of the beliefs 
espoused by a given scientific 
community at a given time.

Not only the external world





The separation of state 
and church must be 

complemented by the 
separation of state and 

science, that most recent, 
most aggressive, and 

most dogmatic religious 
institution.



Postmodernisn

Science is just another narrative created by a 
social group, just like voodoo





Naive scientist Radical postmodernist











Conclusion: science works,
at least sometimes



Naive scientist Radical postmodernist

Some 
science
results
 work





How does science works?
(naive idea)





Problem 1: facts do not depend only on 
the external world



If there is a cat, we see a cat





Seeing is believing?



Naive scientist Radical postmodernist

Facts are 
theory-laden,
they depend 

on the external 
world and on 
our previous 

ideas

Some 
science
results
 work



Problem 2: There is no method



Science is heterogeneous



There’s no algorithm for science



Science depends on the scientist,
there’s an art to it



Naive scientist Radical postmodernist

Facts are 
theory-laden,
they depend 

on the external 
world and on 
our previous 

ideas

Science 
depends on 
the scientist

Some 
science
results
 work



But scientists are rational!



p-value definition

How many of you have used p-values?



p-value definition

How many of you have used p-values?

p-value is the probability of the null hypothesis

If it is lower than the threshold you have to reject the null hypothesis

Yes? No?



p-value definition

How many of you have used p-values?

p-value is the probability of the null hypothesis

If it is lower than the threshold you have to reject the null hypothesis

so, if the p-value is lower than 0.05 that means that your hypothesis is true

Yes? No?



p-values are related with falsation

A “good” p-value never indicates that we accept 
an hypothesis, only that it could be reasonable 

to reject one



Falsation



Multiple tests



p-hacking







p-values can indicate how incompatible the data are with a 
specified statistical model



Confusion of the inverse

p-value is related to probability of the evidence

Do you want the probability of the hypothesis?

p(H|E) = p(H) 
p(E|H)

p(E) 





The rational approach is to look for evidence in favor of your hypothesis:

Yes? No?



Wrong!
Again

Confirmation 
bias



The problem of 
induction



Linear regression

XKCD



Look, it’s tapering off!

XKCD



Look, it’s growing uncontrollably!

XKCD



Overfitting

XKCD



Science is hard. But I’m a serious 
person doing my best

XKCD



Science depends on the scientist,
there’s an art to it



Here comes the skeptical inquisition



Science should be skeptical



Just a theory, knowledge is fallible



Rational discussion community



Plato is my friend, but truth is a better friend



Scientific communities should foster 
rational discussions



Not every community fosters rational 
discussions



How many criticisms have been voiced 
in this meeting?



Main costs of criticism

Self-criticism:

Less papers

Criticism to others:

Less friends

Less money

Less papers



So, please, 
don’t listen to 

me



Look for the sacred 0.05 p-value and 
publish!



Humans love stories, so tell stories



Postmodernisn

Science is just another narrative created by a 
social group, just like voodoo





Cargo cult



“But it doesn't work. No airplanes land. So I call these things cargo cult 
science, because they follow all the apparent precepts and forms of 

scientific investigation, but they're missing something essential, because 
the planes don't land.”

Richard Feynman









Final remarks



Science results depend on the external world and on the scientists

Finding out if a gene is controlling a metabolic path is more involved than spotting a cat



Individual scientists are limited and so, their community should try be 
be rational (and critical)



But there are perverse incentives that undermine the critical attitudes





Strive for 
perfection, 

assume that 
you will fail to 
attain it, and 

have fun in the 
process



Reality won’t 
listen to your 

excuses



Rational thinking resources

General

Rationally speaking podcast

The skeptics guide to the universe, book and podcast

Thinking fast and slow, a classic book by Kahneman

Harry Potter and the methods of rationality. Fanfic by Yudkowsky

Science

The Pleasure of Finding Things Out, interview and book. Feynman

Bad pharma, an exposé by Goldacre

Philosophy

Scientific Reasoning: The Bayesian Approach. Accessible philosophy of statistics by Howson

Philosophy of Science: A Very Short Introduction by Okasha


